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ABSTRACT
We present DIP, a deep learning based framework to learn structural properties of the Internet, such as node clustering or distance
between nodes. Existing embedding-based approaches use linear
algorithms on a single source of data, such as latency or hop count
information, to approximate the position of a node in the Internet. In contrast, DIP computes low-dimensional representations
of nodes that preserve structural properties and non-linear relationships across multiple, heterogeneous sources of structural information, such as IP, routing, and distance information. Using a
large real-world data set, we show that DIP learns representations
that preserve the real-world clustering of the associated nodes and
predicts distance between them more than 30% better than a meanbased approach. Furthermore, DIP accurately imputes hop count
distance to unknown hosts (i.e., not used in training) given only
their IP addresses and routable prefixes. Our framework is extensible to new data sources and applicable to a wide range of problems
in network monitoring and security.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The ability to map, analyze, and understand the structure of the
Internet helps network management and operations by revealing
opportunities for improvement or potential design flaws. For example, accurately predicting the closest server is critical in peer
selection and load balancing [15]. Knowing how remote IPs are
clustered can help diagnose anomalous events such as spoofing
attacks [10]. A holistic view of the network and its structure is
essential towards achieving the vision of self-driving networks [9].
Most previous attempts to uncover the Internet structure relying
on active probing from multiple vantage points using tools such as
traceroute and ping [14, 21]. Such techniques provide fine-grained
introspection (i.e., can measure specific properties in specific parts
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of the network, such as the latency of a path) but pose a significant
cost in terms of network overhead.
In contrast, embedding-based approaches use fewer, strategic
measurements [4, 6] or passive observations on network traffic [8]
to learn vector representations for the network end-hosts in a lowdimensional space. The representations approximate the positions
of hosts in the Internet and are used to recover structural network
properties, such as distance between nodes or clustering of nodes.
However, the complexity of the Internet and the sparse input data
make it difficult to compute accurate representations. Oftentimes,
embedding approaches rely on additional data sources, which cannot be easily used in the embedding process, to refine and tune the
final embeddings. For example, several embedding methods build
representations based on distance-based metrics, such as latency
or hop count, and then refine (or even replace) the final representations using additional probes or static information such as AS
membership or routing information [4, 7].
The emergence of deep learning as a powerful tool to extract
hidden features in data calls for revisiting the problem of learning
network representations through embedding. In particular, deep
learning techniques provide two key benefits. First, they allow
multiple heterogeneous sources of information as input, thereby
identifying more accurately the relationships between multiple
sources of data that jointly contribute to a specific structural property [11, 17, 23]. Second, deep neuron networks are extensible and
can easily incorporate additional sources of information by attaching more neurons, network layers, or network branches [23]. One
can start with a model trained on the original components and retrain it using only the newly added parts or data sources [5]. This
makes it easier for network operators to deploy, apply, or update
neural network based models.
We propose DIP, a deep learning based framework to learn the
structure of the Internet. DIP is a ten-layer neural network1 that
computes a low-dimensional vector representation for any node2
in the Internet given only its IP address and routable prefix. DIP
1 To

avoid confusion and unless explicitly stated otherwise, we use network or Internet
to refer to the physical IP network and neural network to refer to the neural network
we design to learn the structural properties of the physical network
2 We use node or (end-)host to denote any computer connected to the Internet and
assigned an IP address.
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preserves both local and global structure: clustered nodes have similar representations and the distance between two representations
approximates the hop count between the associated nodes.
We train our neural network using three heterogeneous data sets:
hop count distances between Internet nodes, the 32 bits IP address
and inter-domain routable prefix information for each node. A key
insight to train DIP is to first compute representations based on the IP
and routing information, thereby recovering structural information
hidden in the IP values, and refine them using a distance-based
optimization. As the size of the routable prefix varies by IP, we first
normalize the IP and prefix data by representing an IPv4 address on
64, rather than, 32 bits. To capture structural information encoded
in the IP address value, we feed the eight bytes of the normalized IP
sequentially at each of the first eight layers of the neural network.
We then use the last two layers to get the hop count matrix and
optimize the embedding distance prediction. With a trained DIP,
we can estimate distance between any two Internet hosts as long
as we have their IPs, even if they are not part of the training data.
Results on large real-world data sets of hop counts between
thousands of IP addresses and 95 geographically distributed servers
show that we can predict hop count distance between known hosts
(i.e., whose IP address were used in the training) with an absolute
error of around 2 hops and over 30% better than a mean-based
method. We infer the distance between unknown IPs (i.e., not appearing in training data) with a small loss in accuracy compared to
known IPs. In addition, the representations learned by DIP preserve
the real-world clustering of the associated hosts. The accuracy of
our model increases when we increase the training data set.
While our results are preliminary, they offer us a glimpse of
the power of deep learning in recovering structural properties of
the Internet from sparse data. DIP is the first framework that can
estimate accurately the distance to any Internet host given only its
IP address and routable prefix without any distance data.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

What is structure? Many properties can make up the structure
of the Internet: connectivity between IPs, routers, or networks;
distance-based metrics such as hop count or latency; similaritybased metrics such as the set of one’s neighbors in the connectivity
graph; path-based properties such as the sequence of routers on a
path. Here, we focus on two specific properties that define both the
local and the global structure of a network: clustering of end-hosts
and hop count based distance between end-hosts.
Network coordinate systems learn vector representations for
participating nodes such that the position of the node in the embedding approximates its position in the Internet. Most coordinate
systems build embeddings using a single source of structural data:
latency measurements among nodes or to predetermined landmark
servers [3, 4, 18, 19, 24] or hop count information from passive traffic observations [6, 7]. Latency and hop count data is often sparse
and cannot always be accurately embedded in metric spaces. To
overcome these issues, several approaches use out-of-band information, such as location [4] or routing [7] data, or perform active
measurements [6] to impute the missing data and detect clusters or
distances. Unlike them, we propose to train our embedding jointly
using distances, routing information and host IP values, thereby
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review

learning hidden structural features encoded in a node’s IPv4 address. With a trained model, we are able to embed and find the hop
count to any IP, without the participation of its host.
Deep neural networks consist of multiple layers of interconnected neurons [13]. A neuron aggregates multiple input values
using local weights and biases, applies an activation function, and
produces one or more numerical values as output. Given a training
task, one can define an objective function to evaluate the output
of the entire neural network, e.g., prediction error. Using gradientbased back-propagation algorithms to optimize the objective function [12], neural networks automatically tune the weights and biases
of each neuron to achieve a better performance.

3

LEARNING NETWORK REPRESENTATIONS

DIP learns an embedding model that accurately reflects the structure of the Internet, i.e., preserves node clustering and distances
between nodes. The goal of learning is to minimize the prediction
error for the distance between any two nodes. The learned model is
defined by the structure of the neural network and the final values
for the weights and biases of each neuron. Next, we describe the
data used in learning and how we construct the neural network.

3.1

Data sources

IP addresses and routing information. The IP address of a
host provides a coarse indication of the location of the host in
the Internet. To make routing scalable and fast, IP addresses are
assigned hierarchically and divided into a network (or routable) part
and a host (or local) part. The routable part, usually expressed by
an integer representing the number of bits (also called prefix), tells
routers how to route the packet through the core of the Internet
towards the destination network. Intuitively, IPs with the same
routable prefix share a path towards them through the Internet
core and are more likely to be close to each other.
Hop counts. The hop count between two hosts represents the
number of routers on the default path between hosts. We use hop
count, rather than latency, to measure the distance between two
hosts, as it can be easily extracted from the TTL value of a network
packet [10], without active measurements. In Section 5, we discuss
how to extend the model using latency measurements. Our hop
count matrix is asymmetric and very sparse; it does not contain
hop counts between all IPs.

3.2

IP transformation

The key idea of our work is to use both local (IPs and routing
information) and global (hop counts) structural information to
guide the embedding of network nodes. By utilizing deep learning
for embedding, we can identify and use hidden features encoded in
the IP address of a given node. We perform several transformations
on the input, guided by observations on real network data.
IP normalization. Because the routable information is tied to
an IP address, we combine the IP and prefix values when feeding
them to the neural network. To keep the size of the input constant
and independent on the prefix size, we generate a normalized IP
address for each regular IP. The process of normalization is depicted
in Figure 2. We divide each IP into the network and the host parts.
We pad the end of the network part and the beginning of the host
Volume 48 Issue 5, October 2018

Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of (left) hop counts between pairs of host-server IPs that share the first, first two, or first
three bytes, and (right) standard deviation of hop count distribution among groups of IPs sharing the first, first two, or first
three bytes. The more similar two IPs are, the closer they are and the more similar their distances to the same third IP are.
network (20b)

host (12b)

192.168.133.130/20 = 11000000.10101000.1000 0101.10000010

normalized network (32b)

normalized host (32b)

11000000.10101000.10000000.00000000.00000000.00000000.00000101.10000010
B0

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

IP address we know, the better we can constrain the representation
we assign to it. In addition, the more significant bytes of an IP
address have a higher influence on the position of the associated
host relative to other hosts. Therefore, the key is to capture the
sequential correlation among the bytes of an IP address.

B7

3.3
Figure 2: Generating a normalized IP address for
192.168.133.130/20.

part with zero to obtain two four-byte values. We concatenate the
values and get the eight bytes normalized IP. Further, for easier
processing, we represent each byte of the input in one-hot vector
format (256 dimensions), e.g., a one and the rest are 0s, where the
1’s position is the value of the byte (0 to 255).
Sequential feeding. IP addresses are assigned hierarchically
and encode structural information of the network. To better understand how the hierarchical assignment affects node clustering, we
perform two experiments on a data set of hop counts between 95
geographically distributed servers and ten million IP addresses of
end hosts. Section 4.1 describes the data in more detail.
First, we group all pairs of host-server IPs according to whether
they share (within the pair) the first byte, first two bytes, or first
three bytes. We show the all-to-all hop counts between pairs in
each of the three groups in Figure 1(left). The more similar two
IP addresses are, the closer they are in terms of number of hops.
Second, we group separately hosts and servers according to whether
they share the first one, two, or three bytes and generate the hop
count distribution for each pair of host-server groups that share
the same prefix. We present the standard deviation for each pair
in Figure 1(right). The smaller the standard deviation is, the more
similar the distances are. This means that the more similar two IPs
are, the more likely they have the same hop count to another node.
As shown in Figure 1, an IP address can help learn node representations that capture the network structure. The more bytes of an
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review

Network construction

Driven by the insight gained in the previous section, we develop
DIP, a deep neural network that computes vector representations
of network hosts based on their IP addresses and the hop counts to
other hosts. The design of DIP, depicted in figure 3, is similar to that
of a recurrent neural network [16], where new data is processed in
the context provided by previous data (e.g., like processing natural
language). We explain the details below. Even though the figure
and our explanation refer to the input as one-hot vectors (e.g., a
normalized IP is represented as a vector of size 8x256=2,048), in
reality the inputs are matrices (i.e., the number of IP addresses times
2,048). Because our hop count data (see Section 4.1) is between
separate end-hosts (sources) and servers (destinations) and because
distances in the Internet are not always symmetric, we choose to
feed the source and destination IPs separately in the neural network.
Intermediate IP representation. As mentioned earlier, to get
the most out of the format and value of an IP address towards
building a representative embedding for its host, we should treat
each byte separately. The more significant bytes can provide a
context for how to interpret the less significant bytes. Thus, we
choose to input each byte of the normalized IP (a 256-dimension
i ∈ {0, ...,7}
one-hot vector B 256×1
) separately at each layer of the network.
The input of layer i is the concatenation of byte i with the output
of the previous layer (except for the first layer). This
(
B i=0
i=0
256×1
Input =
(1)
, Bi
)
i ∈ {1, ..., 7} concat(fdi−1
×1 256×1
where d is the dimension of the final IP representation and concat
represents the vector concatenation operation.
Volume 48 Issue 5, October 2018
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Figure 3: The neural network used for training our embedding model. The first eight layers receive the normalized IP addresses
as input and compute the IP representations. The ninth layer estimates the hop count between two IP addresses and the tenth
layer measures the model error. Elements in red are input. For simplicity we depict the input as one-dimensional vectors (one
normalized IP); in reality, all inputs are matrices.
At each layer, the activation function f is given by:

fi =



i=0







matrix is:
Disth×s = Euclidean(Hh×d , Ss×d )

i=0
so f tsiдn(wdi=0
× B i=0
256×1 + bd ×1 )
×256
i ∈ {1, ...,7}

×
so f tsiдn(wd ×(256+d )




i ∈ {1, ..., 7}
i ∈ {1, ...,7} i−1
i ∈ {1, ...,7}

concat(B 256×1
, fd ×1 ) + bd ×1
)

i ∈ {0, ...,7}

i ∈ {0, ...,7}

where wd ×(256+d ) are weights and bd ×1

(2)

Error reduction. Finally, we compare the estimated hop counts
with the real hop counts matrix Dh×s to compute the cost as the
mean difference of hop-counts. As the real hop count matrix is
sparse, we compare only the valid entries:

) are biases; the soft-

1 .
1+ |x |

sign function is f (x) =
Initially, we assign random values to
all weights and zeros to all biases. We employ softsign as the activation function for the ease of training, as softsign is more robust to
saturation compared to other popular activation functions, such as
sigmoid and tanh.
Intermediate distance estimation. We use the first eight layers of the neural network to process each of the eight bytes of the
input normalized IP address. The output of the eighth layer is the
intermediate vector representation for each IP address in the input
data. We then use the last two layers to estimate how good the
representation is. First we compute the estimated hop counts given
by the current representation using an Euclidean distance. Given
two matrices Hh×d and Ss×d storing the intermediate representations for the h hosts and s servers separately, the estimated distance
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(3)

Íh Ís
Cost =

i=1

j=1 W

(i, j) (||r H i ∈{1, . .,h}
d ×1

S

j ∈{1, . .,s }
− rd ×1
|| − D (i, j) )

count o f non − zero D (i, j)

(4)

D (i, j) represents the value of the element at i th row and j th column
H

S

i ∈{1, . .,h}
j ∈{1, . ., s }
in matrix D. rd ×1
and rd ×1
are rows in the matrices Hh×d
and Ss×d , and correspond to the representation of a host or server
in the embedding space. W is a binary (0-1) matrix whose elements
are defined as:
(
0 D (i, j) == 0
(i, j)
W
=
(5)
1 D (i, j) , 0

To minimize the cost, we utilize the Adam algorithm, a gradient
descent based back-propagation method [12], which is able to automatically tune the learning rate during the training process.
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4 EVALUATION
4.1 Data and methodology
We use a large data set of network hop counts from the Ark
project [1]. The data contains hop count information from 95 geographically distributed servers to ten million IP addresses that
cover all routable prefixes in the Internet. We use data collected
by Ark during Jun 2015. For each IP in the data, we look up the
routable prefix and normalize it using the steps in Section 3.2. Due
to the cost of monitoring a large number of IPs, not all servers
have hop counts for all ten million IPs. Our hop count matrix is
incomplete and contains valid entries for only 29% of the pairs. We
extract IP prefix information from Routeviews data [20] and use a
default value of 24 for missing prefixes.
We build a prototype for DIP using TensorFlow. We train the
neural network using several smaller data sets obtained by randomly sampling 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000 IPs from the original
data and keeping only the hop counts to them. Sampling increases
the sparsity of the data: less than 15% of the entries in the smaller
data sets are valid. We also vary the number of servers and the
dimensionality of the embedding space. Intuitively, having fewer
IPs or servers may not provide sufficient constraints to learn accurate representations and lead to an underfit model. Increasing the
number of dimensions can reveal more hidden features, invisible at
lower dimensions, but may lead to overfitting. Each training session
has 2,500 iterations, i.e., passes through the neural network to update the weights and biases. We use a GPU server with four 3.5GHz
quad-core Intel Xeon processors and 128GB of RAM. We generate
testing sets by randomly sampling the original data and preserving
the previously trained parameters for embedding arbitrary IP via
its address (e.g., the weights and biases of each byte/layer).

4.2

Embedding accuracy

Clustering. First, we assess how well DIP preserves the clustering of hosts in the original IP space. For this, we group all IPs
first according to their routable prefix and then at random. For
each cluster we compute an embedding similarity metric, defined
as the ratio between the average distance between all pairs of IP
representations in the cluster and the maximum distance across all
clusters. The lower the similarity value, the closer to each other the
IPs of a cluster are in the embedding space. Figure 4(left) shows the
similarity distribution for prefix-based and random clusters. Each
IP representations is a 140-dimensional vector and computed after
training the network using 10,000 IP addresses and 95 servers. Our
embedding preserves the clustering of the original IP space well.
Distance prediction. To assess the quality of distance prediction, we first look at previous embedding mechanisms. Network
coordinate approaches [4, 18] are not directly comparable as they
embed latencies between strategically chosen pairs of nodes, while
we rely on hop count information from passively observed traffic.
Eriksson et al. [7] propose a matrix factorization based algorithm
to predict hop count information but first build baseline representations of the monitoring servers using an all-to-all hop count matrix.
We lack complete hop count information among servers and build
our embedding directly from incomplete server-to-host distances.
Therefore, we compare against a mean estimation approach, where
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review

DIP
Mean
known IPs new IPs known IPs new IPs
Number of IPs
1,000
2.16 (1.86)
2.89 (2.38)
2.99 (2.44)
3.27 (2.51)
10,000
2.15 (1.79)
2.68 (2.34)
3.00 (2.40)
3.04 (2.43)
100,000
2.06 (1.76)
2.29 (2.00)
2.98 (2.40)
2.97 (2.40)
Number of servers
12
2.79 (2.25)
3.03 (2.47)
3.21 (2.54)
3.28 (2.62)
24
2.39(2.14)
2.60 (2.25)
2.90 (2.36)
2.97 (2.42)
48
2.34 (2.05)
2.75 (2.27)
2.99 (2.39)
3.02 (2.40)
95
2.15 (1.79)
2.68 (2.34)
3.00 (2.40)
3.04 (2.43)
Embedding dimension
110
2.28 (1.93)
2.80 (2.39)
3.00 (2.42)
3.04 (2.43)
140
2.15 (1.79)
2.68 (2.34)
3.00 (2.42)
3.04 (2.43)
170
2.19 (1.86)
2.72 (2.33)
3.00 (2.42)
3.04 (2.43)
Table 1: Absolute mean error (standard deviation between
brackets) of distance prediction of DIP and mean, for both
known and new IPs, when varying the number of IPs, the
number of servers and the embedding dimension. The default values are 10,000 IPs, 95 servers, and 140 dimensions.

we predict a host-to-server distance as the mean of all valid distances to the same server.
We look at how well our embedding estimates the hop count
value between a host and a server. We first consider only the IP
addresses used in the training process (i.e., known IPs). For this,
we train a model using 90% of all host-server pairs and use the
remaining 10% for testing. Figure 4(right) compares the absolute
error between estimated and real hop count for DIP and mean for
the 10,000 IPs data set on 140 dimensions. DIP predicts distances
with a mean absolute error of around two hops (23% mean relative
error) and reduces the error of the mean estimation by almost 30%.
Table 1 presents the average absolute error and standard deviation
for hop count estimation for embeddings trained with different
number of hosts, servers, or dimensions. As expected, increasing
the the number of IPs, servers, or the dimensionality reduces the
absolute error. We also trained models with parameters outside the
ranges presented in the table but found no improvement.
New IPs. An important feature of DIP is its ability to impute
hop count values to arbitrary nodes based on their IP address. New
IPs are IP addresses not used in the training process and that DIP
has never seen before. Figure 4 (right) and Table 1 show that DIP
approximates distance to new IPs with high accuracy. The distance
prediction error is only around half a hop more than that for known
IPs. To the best of our knowledge, DIP is the first framework to
predict hop counts to arbitrary hosts based only on the value of
their IP address and routable prefix and without any other domain
knowledge.

5

DISCUSSION

We discuss several future applications and directions of using
deep learning to understand and capture the Internet structure.
Extensions. An important benefit of using neural networks for
learning the structure of the Internet is that they can be extended
Volume 48 Issue 5, October 2018

Figure 4: (left) Cumulative distribution of cluster similarity, computed using IP vector representations, for prefix-based and
end-host random clusters; (right) Cumulative distributions of absolute distance estimation errors for DIP and mean. DIP representations preserve real-world prefix-based clustering and predict distances accurately.
easily for other data sources. Similarly to previous embedding approaches [4, 18], we could use latency measurements instead of, or
in addition to, hop counts. This would require simply changing the
cost estimation part of the neural network (last two layers). While
gathering latency measurements is expensive as it introduces traffic
into the network, the ability of our approach to work with sparse
data can limit the cost necessary to obtain the measurements.
Furthermore, AS membership information could help find more
accurate representations as many ASes cover limited areas in the
network and provide a coarse indication of locality [7]. To add AS
membership information, we could either extend the shape of our
input vectors (by adding two bytes for AS number) or adapt the
cost estimation layers to use AS data in estimating error, similarly
to Eriksson et al. [7].
Applications. Building a model that accurately predicts structural properties of the Internet has several applications. Knowing the distance to remote IPs can help selecting a load balancing
server or an overlay peer more efficiently and without having to
perform expensive measurements. Understanding how nodes are
clustered can make the transmission of video or large files faster
by using close-by CDN nodes. DIP can be a passive defense mechanism against IP spoofing attacks, where malicious users change the
source IP of attack packets to avoid identification and subvert authentication. By comparing the predicted distance according to the
spoofed source IP to the real distance (extracted from a packet’s TTL
field), one could verify whether the packet is spoofed or not [10].
Limitations and future work. Our current approach uses structural information embedded in the value of IP addresses, routing
data, and distances between nodes, but does not consider the actual physical links between nodes on the Internet (i.e., the Internet
physical topology). Adding topology would further constrain the
embedding, since it is well known that the Internet is not a metric
space and latency or hop count distances cannot always be embedded in metric spaces [4]. We plan to extend our framework
using graph embedding algorithms to take advantage of physical
topology information [22].
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review

While our preliminary experiments focused on accuracy, the
performance of building an embedding model is equally important.
Training a model with 100,000 addresses and 95 servers on our
16-core GPU server takes a few hours, indicating that we may need
to train models incrementally when resources are constrained [2].
For example, in a live deployment, we envision reconstructing our
model every few days to capture the changes in topology triggered
by the dynamic Internet. We are currently studying ways to incrementally add or update models without rebuilding from scratch.
Because our data is sparse, not even the best embedding may be
able to recover all structural properties. While we show that our
results are reasonably accurate, even when we have less than 15% of
all distances available, getting more data is clearly helpful [7]. We
plan to use active monitoring techniques (e.g., traceroute) to collect
more information for the training phase. Knowing the IPs and
connectivity of routers in the network would make the training data
set richer and constrain the representation of end-hosts further.

6

CONCLUSIONS

We used deep learning to learn vector representations for nodes
in the Internet based on their IP address, routing information, and
a sparse hop count distance matrix. Deep learning helps uncover
hidden features in the input data and recover structural properties
of the Internet, such as node clusters or distances between nodes.
Our experiments on a large real-world data set show that our embeddings can recover most distances, even to arbitrary hosts, with
two hops absolute error, even when the training data is sparse.
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